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FLUID FLOW PATTERNS AND SOLVENT SELECTION 
FOR LIQUID PHASE EPITAXIAL CRYSTAL GROWTH 

ON ROTATING CRYSTALS 

Pei-Shiun Chen 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Chemical Engineering; University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

Fluid flow conditions and thermochemical properties of solvent 

systems were studied for solution crystal growth in rotating 

systems. Fluid flow patterns were studied with time-lapse photography 

using the dye-tracer method for flow delineation. Simulation of 

solution crystal growth and Czochralski crystal growth revealed that 

the convection currents induced by crystal rotation in a stationary 

and slowly co-rotating crucible provided the best mixing conditions 

at the crystallization interface. The boundary layer beneath the 

crystal became more uniform and thinner as the crystal rotation rate 

increased. The dimensions of the crystal boundary-layer cell and 

overall mixing rates were reduced by counterrotation of the crucible. 

The overall convective mixing rate was lowest for co..;.rotation of the 

crystal and crucible with comparable angular velocities. 

The mixed solvent system PbOx (BaO'B203)1_x was investigated 

theoretically and experimentally for conditions allowing congruent 

saturation of rare-earth magnetic garnets and efficient liquid phase 
'\ 

epitaxial growth. High quality EUlEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2 films were 

obtained from solvents containing 10 mole % garnet oxides. 
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I • GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The widespread use of liquid phase epitaxy for the growth of 

single crystal films has been encumbered by three major difficulties. 

First, there is the tendency towards polycrystallite growth by 

multiple nucleation when the supersaturation is not constrained. 

Second, solvent inclusions frequent occur within crystals grown at 

h " h . 1 19 rates. Thirdly, the non-congruency of melts used for garnet 

crystal growth can cause the deposition of unwanted phases as the 

2 growth process continues. The first problem" can generally be solved" 

3 by controlled seeding. To reduce the·second problem, stirring has 

a beneficial effect in preventing inhomogeneous supersaturation along 

the crystallization interface. Scheel found that stirring is an important 

4 way to obtain solvent-inclusion free growth. The third problem can 

be overcome by using an appropriate melt composition. Quon showed 

that suppression of an orthoferrite phase during solution growth of 

garnets could be achieved by increasing both the iron oxide and gallium . 

5 oxide content above the stoichiometric mole fraction required. In 

this thesis, two problems were chosen for study: the fluid flow patterns 

produced by crystal or crucible rotation, and solvent systems for 

optimizing the crystal yield by solution growth. 

The rotation of crystals during crystal growth is a frequently 

used method for stabilizing convective mass transfer during controlled 

crystal growth from the melt as in the Czochralski process and from 
.. 6 

solution as for liquid phase epitaxial (LPE) crystal growth. The 

important effect derived from the rotation of planar crystallization 
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interfaces is that a hydrodynamic boundary layer of uniform thickness 

is stabilized over the surface. In this study the effect of rotation 

on fluid flow is examined by simulation experiments. 

The recent development of magnetic, antiphase domain "bubble" 

memory devices with rare-earth magnetic garnet films has induced 

extensive research and development into the magnetic bubble phenomenon 

and the processl.ng of magnetic bubble memory devices. Unfortunately, 

the problem of solvent selection for optional saturation and growth 

of the garnet phase has received relativelY little study. All·ofthe 

solvent systems used to date for LPE growth of magnetic garnet films 

are non-congruently saturating. Since a congruently saturating 

solvents will extend the yield efficiency ina given solution growth 

process and prevent secondary phases from precipitating, a study of 

solvent systems is essential to economic process design. In this 

thesis, the LPE growth of EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2from solvents of the 

system PbOx (BaO·B203)1_x is studied for conditions allowing congruent 

saturation of the garnet phase. 

, r 
'v' 
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II. VISCOUS FLUID FLOW DURING CRYSTAL GROWTH IN ROTATING SYSTEM 

A. Introduction 

The hydrodynamics of viscous fluid flow under conditions of forced 

and thermally driven convection are known to affect crystal growth 

processes. Mixing conditions contribute significantly to the crystal 

growth rate, mass redistribution, dislocation density, faceting effects 

and composition inhomogeneities in many crystal growth processes~ 
\ 

These effects are particularly evident in growth methods involving 

rotation of the crystal or fluid, as in the Czochralski crystal growth 

process where a rotating crystal is pulled from the melt, and in solution 

crystal growth in rotating crystallizers. 

The effect of convective fluid flow produced by crystal or crucible 

rotation on crystal growth processes has become an important area for 

both theoretical and experimental study in the last decade. Many 

studies of the best known rotational growth method, the C.zochralski 

growth process, have shown a dependence of periodic composition 

variation on thermal convection and its effect on the temperature 

1-7 distribution at the crystal-melt interface. Striation effects in 

crystals have been reviewed by Muller and Wilhelm who showed that the 

spacing between Te~impurity striations correlated with the frequency 

of thermal oscillations in the melt. 2 KomaroV' and Regel have observed. 

periodic growth and remelting of bismuth produced by turbulent thermal 

convection. 3 Not all of the striation effects are produced by convection, 

as helical growth striations in rotated, Czochralski-grown crystals 

. i ., 
I 

'I 
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have since been shown to be induced by non-axially symmetric thermal 

d " """h 1 4-6 gra lents ln t e me t. Benson has shown that stirring conditions 

contribute markedly to radial macrosegregation inCzochralski-grown 

"I" 7 Sl lcon. 

8 9 - " 
Schulz-DuBois and Hurle have both pointed out that crucible 

rotation can produce drastic influences in the hydrodynamic conditions 

of the solution crystal growth processes. ScheeliOhas used an 

accelerated crucible-rotation technique to increase the rate of mass 

transfer and thermal equilibration for solution crystal growth of 

GdAl0
3 

from PbO-PbF
2

-B
2
0

3 
solvents. 

The direct observation of fluid flow has recently been shown to 

provide valuable information about mixing conditions and fluid velocities 

in the liquid phase. Flow tracing
ll 

has been studied by many methods 

" 1 d" d "12 iIi f 13 d "1 " " 14 lnc u lng ye traclng, optca nter erence anoptlca scatterlng. 

Dye-tracer delineation of flow in transparent fluids is an excellent 

method for simulating crystal growth in rotating systems. Thismethod 

h b "I" d ChI k" 1 h" 1 " 15-19 b" as een app le to zoc ra s 1 crysta- growt slmu atl0n, ut 

has been limited to low viscosity liquids. This method however, can 

easily be extended to liquids of higher viscosity. "Thus, further 

study of this hydrodynamics of viscous fluid flow in crystal growth 

processes is desirable. 

In this study the fluid flow pattern in viscous fluids are studied 

in an isothermal system consisting of a fluid-filled crucible with 

an axially-symmetric planar crystal at the upper liquid surface. This 
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geometry simulates nearly isothermal Czochralski crystal growth as 

well as liquid phase epitaxial growth on rotating disk substrates. 

Finite-viscosity effects are introduced by using ethylene glycol as 

the working fluid. The thermal gradients present in the Czochralski 

growth process were omitted from the simulation as earlier studies 

have shown that thermal convection does not dominate the forced 

convection. 

B. Theory 

Simulations of fluid motion during Czochralski and·solution crystal 

growth fall into a. first class of rotating fluid motion problems in 

hydrodynamic theory where the fluid is enclosed within bounding· 

surfaces which are the significant cause of the fluid motion. The 

problem of fluid motion during epitaxial growth on rotating substrates 

falls into a second class of problems where the influence of outer 

bounding walls is only of secondary importance in influencing fluid 

motion compared with the effect of the rotational motion of the immersed 

substrate. The simplest theorem which can qualitatively describe the 

20 21 convective motions in rotating liquid is the Taylot-Proudman theorem. ' 

Taylor first successfully treated the rotating fluid problem by 

theoretical and experimental means. This famous theorem states that 

all steady motions in a rotating fluid are two-dimensional with respect 

to the rotating axis. The Taylor-Proudman theorem is only strictly 

valid for fluids with zero viscosity, but the theorem is approximately 

valid at sufficiently high Reynolds number. The Reynolds number is 

defined by 
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= (1) 

where L is the depth of fluid between crystal and crucible, V is the 

kinematic viscosity, and S"2 is a rotational angular velocity. Inthis 

study the Reynolds number ranged from 20.83 to 125.0 and the Taylor-, 

Proudman theorem is expected to hold. In problems of viscous flow, 

in fluids between parallel rotating disks, the characteristic parameters 

are the disk radius RI , the crucible radiusR
2 

and their angular 

rotation velocities S"2
l 

and S"2
2

. 

We may consider a first class of problems as the case of fluid 

flow between coaxial disks of finite extent. Here the crucible walls 

playa significant role in influencing flow velocity distributions. 

In a second class of problems, the fluid flow is to a finite, rotating 

disk, and other boundary surfaces are of limited significance. 

1. Flow Between Coaxial Disks 

The bounded flow between finite, rotating disks differs substantially 

from that for the unbounded flow problem. The problem of the steady 

fluid flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid between Goaxial disks 

separated bya distance L has inspired attention because ,of the 

possibility of solving the Navier-Stokes equations exactly for any 

Reynolds number. As the Reynolds number NRe increases, boundary 

-1/2 
layers form adjacent to the rotating surfaces with thickness 0 ex: NRe 

Bachelor argued that the fluid outside the surface boundary layers 

would not approach the von Karman free-disk solution, but would rotate 
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with a constant angular velocity, ~f and that boundary layers would 

develop on both disks. 22 Although Stewartson argued differently on 

the basis of trends at low Reynolds number, the numerical solutions 

23 24 25 of Lance and Rogers, Pearson and Stephenson show that Bachelor's 

qualitative picture of the flow is essentially correct. 

Fluid flow in idealized configurations containing finite, coaxial 

disks have been the subject of several experimental studies utilizing 

either gases or liquids as the working fluid. 
. 26 

Schulz-Grunow, Picha 

and Eckert 27 and Stewartson28 studied fluid flow between centered disks 

of equal, but finite, size in an open fluid. When only one disk was 

rotated at a constant rate while the other was stationary, the main 

body of fluid between the disks remained essentially quiescent. The 

main fluid motion was within the boundary layer on the rotating disk, 

but there was little motion elsewhere. 

Picha and Eckert also studied fluid flow between finite, coaxially 

rotating disks shrouded by a closely fitting cylindrical container. 27 

This configuration closely resembles the Czochralski crystal growth 

configuration utilized in the present study. Again, when only one 

disk was rotated at a constant rate, the observed fluid motion within 

the cylinder closely resembles the flow between infinite plates, except 

that the azimuthal flow velocity over most of the central core was only 

about three-tenths that of the rotating disk. Their experimental results 

for counter-rotating disks bounded laterally by a stationary cylinder 

showed no circular motion of the internal fluid. 

u 
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Carruthers and Nassau described the forced convection induced by 
, 

crystal and crucible rotation in a simulated C'zochra1ski crystal growth 

29 system using a transparent liquid of low viscosity with injected dye. 

These authors also observed deteched shear layers in the fluid when 

the crystal and crucible were counter rotated. It is evident that shear 

layers play an important role" in rotational crystal growth processes, 

and that their magnitude and effect should increase with increasing 

viscosity of the crystallizing fluid. 

2. Flow to a Finite Rotating Disk 

Hyde and Titman studied the detached shear layers in a system in 

which fluid filling a rotating cylindrical container is stirrred by a 

disk immersed in the f1uid. 30 They found that there was a non-

"axisymmetric shear layer formed when the Rossbynumber was greater 

than a critical value. Outside the shear layers, an axial velocity 

component is required to balance radial flow within the shear layer. 

To determine the axial velocity, consider a disk of radius ~ rotating·· 
I . 

with velocity Q. The flow to the boundary layer must equal the radial 

flow through the ana1us of thickness <5 with the average radial velocity 

given by v = O.424rQ. The axial velocity which balances the radial 
r 

flow is then 

vzlz=o 
= 0.8856 lyQ (2) 

Therefore, the axial velocity depends on the angular velocity of the 

disk, but not on its radius. Similar estimates can be made for axial 

flow to detached shear layers. The fluid motion near a slow, axially 
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moving disk in a viscous, rotating fluid has been studied by Morrison 

31 and Morgan uSing transform methods. The axial flow velocity then 

depends also on the axial velocity of the qisk. 

3. Flow Insta~ility 

The Rayleigh criterion for stable. rotational flow indicates. the 

limits of stability. In the absence of viscosity the necessary and 

sufficient condition for angular velocity distribution to go unstable 

is 

= (3) 

The Rayleigh criterion for v=O therefore states that for stable flow 

the angular momentum per unit mass, Ir2nl, must not decrease with 

increasing radius, with the instability limit given by 

)J = = p2, (stable flow) (4) 

For flow stability on the surface liquid then, the crystal must rotate 

in the same direction as the crucible (co-rotation), but with angular 

velocity (R/R
l

)2 times that of the crucible. When the crystal and 

crucible rotate in opposite directions (counter-rotation), the surface 

flow is unstable for radii less than the model plane radius R giveri by o 

and stable for radii larger than R . 
o 

R 
o (5) 

( , .. 
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The effect of finite fluid viscosity is to postpone the onset of 

flow instability by viscous dissipation. The instability criterion 

was first explored by G. I. Taylor who found an analytical expression 

for the criterion. 20 The results show that for Q. less than a minimum 
1 

value the flow is stable for all values of Q2. As Q
I 

increases above 

the minimum value, the flow becomes unstable for an increasingly wide 

range of both positive and negative values. 

4. Edge Effects 

Edge effects on fluid flow to rotating surfaces are often neglected 

on the assumption that such effects have negligible influence on fluid 

flow near the axis of rotation, provided that the boundary layer 

thickness is much less than the surface radius. The values of v· 
r 

and ve·are nevertheless proportional to r, according to the similarity 

transformation, and therefore the radial and tangential momenta are 

most sensitive to defects in the rotating surface and to discontinuaties 

in stress on the fluid at the surface edge. The edge discontuity is 

more pronounced for inward flow than for outward flow on the surface 

since in an outward flowing layer the flow is stabilized by the flow 

field established at small radii. For an inward flowing layer where 

the flow field is controlled at large radii the stability of the flow may 

be difficult to achieve. It follows from the Raleigh. criterion that 

unstable flow will occur around the edge of the rotating surface if 

the inequality a<r2Q)2/dr < 0 is fulfilled. In general the edge effects 

are complex and not easily handled analytically. 
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5. Dimensionless Groups 

Theoretical properties of fluid flow and of flow stability are 

often most conveniently expressed in terms of non-dimensional numbers, 

.. 
or. groups " the most famous of which is the Raynolds number. given in 

Eq. 1. In problems of viscous flow in fluids between parallel rotating 

disks, the parameters are the disk radius R
I

, the crucible radius R2 

and their angular rotation velocities QI and Q2. The dimensionless 

groups of these parameters and physical constants are then 

p - a = II = (6 ) 

A dimensionless group which always appears in rotating systems is the 

Taylor number, 

= 

in which R is any of the linear dimensions. The vorticity of 

the basic rotation, is measured by the Rossby number defined by 

= (7) 

These variables are used in evaluating the experimental results which 

follow. 

* Symbols are.defined at the end of the thesis. 
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C. Experimental 

1. Apparatus 

Experiments were designed to simulate Czochralski crystal growth 

from viscous melts, and liquid phase epitaxy of garnet films from 

solution on rotating substrates. Flow patterns were delineated by the 

dye tracer method and time-lapse photography. The simulation apparatus 

of Fig. 3 consisted of a 96 rom inner dia. cylindrical beaker and 

polymethylmethacrylate simulation-crystal cylindrical solids, aligned 

coaxially and independently driven by variable speed synchronous motors .• 

The diameters of the simulation crystals used were 32 rom(p=3) and 

48 rom(p=2). 

Studio lamps were placed behind opaque screens surrounding the 

crucible to illuminate the fluid. A digital timer was reflected into 

the viewing area by a small mirror placed below the crucible. The timer 

was reset for each experiment to indicate the time interval following 

dye injection in the time-lapse photographs. The depth of the ethylene 

glycol working fluid could be adjusted, but the simulation crystal 

was placed in Gontact with and parallel to the upper surface of the 

fluid. 

For flow visualization the angular velocities of the crucible and 

simulation cyrstal were fixed, and the forced convection in the fluid 

allowed to reach steady state. Then a neutrally bouyant dye dissolved 

in ethylene glycol.was injected with a 0.5 mID capillary syringe into the 

fluid at the center of the simulation-crystal disk surface, or 

alternately at other points within the fluid. The dye-traced flow was then 
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photographed by time-lapse, 35 mm photography. To allow correction for 

the lens effect of the cylindrical crucible, a mirror was positioned 

over the melt at an angle of 45 0 to the vertical in order to allow 

simultaneous viewing from the top and side. A red filter was used to 

enhance the contrast between the aniline blue dye and the background .• 

Other dyes examined were found to provide lower contrast. A frame of 

reference was established for the rotating crucible by synchronizing 

the interval between photographs to the crucible or t::rystal rotation 

speed, and by setting the ratio of crucible and crystal rotation 

speeds equal to the ratio of small integers. 

2. The Working Fluid 

Ethylene glycol is found to exhibit excellent physical properties 

for simulation of viscous fluid flow during crystal growth. Its 

kinematic viscosity is considerably higher than that of the water and 

water-glycerol mixtures studied earlier in simulation experiments. 

The physical properties of ethylene glycol are s1.lDlIitarized in Table 1. 

Because it contains a single component, the problem of incomplete mixing 

in water-glycerine mixtures is avoided. Also, because of the higher 

viscosity, the thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary layers, <5 given 

by Eq. 9 becomes observably large at experimentally convenient angular 

velocities. 

3. Procedure 

The following steps were used in each experiment~ The crucible 

was filled to the desired height with ethylene glycol. The simulation 

crystal was then lowered to a height sufficient for contact with the 

,. 
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Table 1. Physical Properties of Ethylene G1yeo135 (1,2-Ethanedio1, 

.'"' 

TemEerature 
... Property 20°C 40°C ----

Density 3 d(gm/cm ) 1.113 1.099 

Kinematic viscosity 2 v(cm /sec) 0.1915 0.0879 

Specific heat C (ergs/gmOC) 2.38x107 2.48X107 
v 

Thermal diffusivity 2 K(cm /sec) 9. 42xIO-:4 9.42x10-4 

Coefficient of a(OC-1) 6.4 X10- 3 6.5 x10-3 

thermal expansion 

'" 
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rotating fluid after Q
1 

and Q
2 

had been set. The system was allowed to 

reach complete steady state, then dye was injected at a fixed point and the 

digital timer started. Photographs of the dye traces were then taken at 

regular time intervals. Experiments were conducted to define fluid 

flow patterns under conditions of i) counter-rotation of crystal and 

crucible, ii) crystal rotation only, and iii) co-rotation of crystal 

and crucible. 

D. Experimental Results 

Initial experiments were designed to study fluid flow velocities 

during the simulated Czochralski or solution crystal growth under isothermal 

conditions. Several different conditions of rotation were studied. 

Rotation rates of the simulation crystal and crucible were set at 

15 r.p.m. intervals between~90r.p.m. and 90 r.p.m. 

The results of dye-traced flow experiments with p=R/R
l

=3 and 

a=L/R =2 are shown in Fig. 4. In each experiment the dye was injected 
I 

at the center of the simulation crystal face. For counter-rotation 

with crystal rotation controlling the flow, the dye remained within a • 

fluid layer adjacent to the simulation crystal. For counter-rotation, 

with crucible rotation controlling the flow, the dye trace moved downward 

with a gradually accelerating rate to the bottom surface of the crucible, 

where it spread outward in the radial direction by centrifical force,' 

then upward. At the wall of the crucible the fluid was 'almost stagment. 
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For crystal rotation only, the dye spread outward in the radial 

direction by centrifical force, then descended gradually. The central 

part of the fluid between the crucible and crystal formed a torus..cshaped 

vortex ring. 

Co-rotation of the crystal and crucible produced a modification 

of the simple flow for crucible rotation only. When the rotation rate 

of the crystal was large; the flow pattern was' similar to that for crystal 

rotation only. When the rotation rate of the crystal was smaller than 

that. of the crucible, then the flow pattern was nearly solid body rotation. 

The dye motion was then limited to a small axial region just underneath 

the center of the crystal. 

Additional experiments were performed to determine the effect of 

the variables p, a' and ~ on shear layers and forced convection velocities. 

The fluid flow patterns for crystal rotation only are shown in Fig. 5. 

The fluid in the center of the crucible rotated in a·torus-shaped vortex 

ring in all experiments. When the rotation rate was small, the radius of 
> ! . 

the vortex ring was correspondingly small, as was the circulation 

velocity. When the rotation rate was increased to gOr.p.m., the axis 

radius of the vortex ring expanded to a value equal to the radius of the 

crystal, and the nearly stationary fluid region at the crucible wall 

because smaller. The forced convection flow then reached almost every' 

'. 
part of the vessel. 

Flow patterns for crucible rotation only are shown in Fig. 6. 

At low crucible rotation rates the dye trace was close to the crucible 

'wall, and the shear boundary layer next to the crystal'was nonuniform. 

, ' 
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There was a small vortex" just beneath the edge of the crystal. For 

faster rotation rates the flow velocity was higher and the vortex 

ring became a cylinder whose radius was near that of the crystal. 

Flow patterns for co-rotation are shown in Fig. 7. combinations of, 

crystal and crucible rotation in the same sense produced a modification 

of the simple flow pattern for crucible rotation only. Couette 

instability was observed to occur when the crystal rotation velocity was 

much higher than that of the crucible. When the rotation rate of the 

crystal was smaller than that of the crucible the induced flow pattern 

was confined, to a cylinder directly underneath the crystal, and" the flow 

was stable against Couette instability. When the rotation rates ,of 

both crucible and crystal were the same, the fluid rotated as a solid body. 

The 'degree of mixing for co-rotation was very low. 

Flow patterns for counter-rotation of the crystal ctucible are 

shown in Figs. 8 and'9. The circulation influenced by the crystal 

and crucible were always separated by a stagment surface. Therefore, the 

whole fluid could be divided into three parts: i) the crystal

influence region, ii) the crucible-influence region, and iii) a solid 

body rotation region at the upper part of the crucible wall. For 

stl > - st
2 

the flow pattern was similar to that for crystal rotation 

only, except that this region was much smaller and limited to a region 

just beneath the crystal. Several vortices could be seen on the fluid 

surface for some ranges of rotation rates with st
l 

> - Q2. When the 

crucible rotation rate increased, this region decreased to negligible 

size. 

.' 
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E. Discussion 

For most liquid metals the viscosity at the melting temperature 

is small, 1-4 cpo Thus, there is a thin boundary layer at the crucible 

wall and beneath the crystal bottom face. The thickness of these 

boundary layers is so thin that rotation produces negligible fluid 

flow. 

In crystal growth from solution, on the other hand, the viscosi.ty 

of the solution can be large, and mass transfer from solution through 

a larger boundary layer to the solid phase is required~ The crystallizing 

component moves from the bulk solution to the boundary layer by 

convection, then diffuses through the boundary layer to the surface 

of the crystal. Lateni heat of crystallization is rel~ased at the 

surface. Therefore, the purpose of crystal and,crucible rotation is 

i) to reduce the thickness of the boundary layers, and ii) to increase 

the mixing regions throughout the entire vessel by circulation of the 

fluid. The mixing circulation generally increased with N • . R 

A comparison between theexperimeritally observed flow patterns and 

those for low viscosity fluids is shoWn in Fig. 10.. The flow patterns 

observed in ethylene glycol, representing a viscous crystal growth 

solution, differed significantly from the flow predicted for an inviscid 

fluid. Detached shear layers were observed below the simulation crystal. 

For crystal rotation only, a detached shear layer was expected to 

form along a cylinder below the crystaL Instead, the shear layer was 

a flared conic with a radius which increases with distance from the crystal. 

Therefore the flow pattern in this case could be divided into three parts, 
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i) a central cone in solid body rotation rising toward the. crystal, 

ii) a vortex ring circulating below the crystal outer radius, and 

iii) a stagnent boundary layer adjacent to the crucible outer wall. 

When the crystal rotation rate was increased, the width of the shear. 

layer and of the boundary layer adjacent to the crucible wall decreased 

in reasonable agreement with the angular velocity·dependence of Eq. 9. 

For crucible rotation only, the detached shear layer remained cylindri-

cal, with a radius approximately that of the'crystal, ·for all rotation 

rates. There was a slight vortex just beneath the edge of the crystal, 

however. A similar flow pattern was found for co-rotation. The mixing 

for these rotation conditions was very poor. 

For counter-rotation, the flow pattern in the region influenced by 

the crystal is similar to the case of crystal rotation only, except that 

this region is smaller and limited to a small volu11le underneath the·crystal. 

The thickness of this region varied with the radial distance from the axis 

of rotation. As the magnitude of the crystal rotati~n rate was increased 
. . 

above that of the crucible the crystal .... influenced region became wider and 

thicker and the rate of change of thickness with radial distance changed 

sign with increasing crystal rotation rate. Instabilities were observed 

on the surface of the liquid in the form of assymmetricsurface vortices, 

appearing in modes of equispacedgroups of two, three or four. Themodes 

depended on the rotation rates, but the systematic depence was not identified. 

The rates ·of flow circulation were studied for the dependence on 

rotation rates of the ,the crucible and simulation crystal. The general 

dependence of the ~~ial flow velocity increased with D2l/2, in accordance 

with Eq. 11. 
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Rotating the crucible by an accelerated-decelerated technique 

is an effective method to achieve composition uniform in these solutions. 

From experiments it was found that the time to reach homogeneity by 

this method is about one-third of the hOniogenizationtime by the 

conventional rotating crucible method. This phenomena can be simply 

interpreted by hydrodynamic principles. When an incompressible fluid 

is caused to decrease its speed of flow there is an increase in pressure 

and vice versa. Any change in velocity profile will also cause a change 

of pressure. A pressure gradient is then built up~ This pressure 

gradient williI).duce a mass transfer by pressure diffusion. When the 

crucible was suddenly stopped, the fluid closed to the solid walls 

was stopped immediately, but the bulk liquid still had a large angular 

momentum. The pressure is higher at solid boundaries and is lower 

at the center. Fluid than flows from outside to the center and upwards. 

The flow direction is just opposite to the regular flow pattern which 

is caused by constant rotating crucible. 

When the rotation speed was high gas bubbles were produced which 

attached to the crystal surface. Higher rotation speeds produced higher 

numbers of bubbles with a smaller size. Thiseffect.tends to produce 

cavities in real crystals during the growth process. Because the center 

of the rotating crystal is a stagnant point' and a bubble att~ched 

to that point will be stabilized by the centripetal force field 

and t~e surface tension. 
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The stability at higher angular velocity is lower (producing 

fluctuation of motion and bubbles) but the time to reach homogeneity 

is shorter. Thus, there must be an optimum rotation speed for each 

system. System with higher viscosity usually will have higher critical 

rotation speed to keep stable motion. 

J 
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FIGURE CATIONS 

Fig. 1. Fluid velocity functions F, G and H. (after von Karman20). 

Fig. 2. Axial fluid velocity to a disk rotating with angular velocity 

nl from a co-rotating fluid with bulk angular v~locity nf 
.. . 23 

(after Rogers and Lance )'. 

Fig. 3. Schematic of Apparatus used for flow visualization. 

Fig. 4. Dye-traced fluid flow simulating crystal growth in rotating 

systems = p = 3, cr = 2. 

I. Counter-rotation with crystal-rotation control of flow, 

-1 -1 n
l 

= 6.28 sec ,n
2 

= -1.57 sec - for time =6.9 sec (a). 

11.7 sec (b). 18.6 sec (c). 29.3 sec (d), 63.4 sec (e). 

II. Counter-rotation with crucible rotation coritrolof 

-1 . .. -1 
flow. n1 = 1.57 sec ,n2 = - 3.14·sec for 

time = 5.2 sec (a), 17.4 sec (b), 25.3 sec (c), 

42w3 sec (d), 80.0 sec (e). 

III. 
. -1 Crystal rotation only, nl = 3.14 sec ,n

2 
= O. for 

. time = 7.0 sec (a), 61.5 sec (b), .120 sec (c) , 

170 sec (d). 210 sec (e). 

IV. Co-rotation with crys tal ... rota tion control of flow, 

·n = 6.28 -1 n2 1.57 -1 for time 5.7 (a) , sec , = sec = sec . 1· 

15.0 sec (b) , 34.0 sec (c) , 62.5 sec (d) , 130.4 sec (e) • 

V. Co-rotation with crucible-rotation control of flow, 
. _ -1 .. .;..1 n1 ::: 1.57 sec ,n2 = 6.28 sec . for time = 7.2 sec (a), 

16.3 sec (b), 85.4 sec (c), 256.5 sec (d), 420.7 sec (e). 
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Fig. 5. Dye-traced fluid flow with crystal rotation only. 

a) ~1=3.14 
-1 p=3, 0=2; b) ~1 =6.28 

-1 p=3, 0=2; sec , sec , 

c) ~1=3.14 
-1 p=2, 0=2; d) ~1=1.57 

~1 p=3, 0=3; sec , sec , 

e) ~ 1=6. 28 
-1 p=3, 0=3; f) ~1=7.85 

-1 p=3, 0=3. sec , se,c " , 

Fig. 6. Dye-traced fluid flow with crucible rotation only. 

a) ~2=1.57 
-1 p=3, 0=2; b) ~2=1.57 sec -1 p=3, 0=3; sec , " 

c) ~2=3.14 -1 p=2, 0=2; d) ~2=3.14 -1 p=3, 0=3; sec , sec " 

e) ~2=4. 71 
-1 p=3, 0=3; f) ~ 2=6.28 

-1 p=3, 0=3. sec , sec , 

Fig. 7. , Dye-traced fluid flow with co-rotating crystal and crucible. 

p=3, 0=3. 

a) ~1=4. 71 
-1 

'~2=3.14 
-1 

b) ~ 1 =4.71 
-1 

~2=L57 
-1 sec sec sec sec 

c) ~1=6.28 
-1 

'~2=1.57 
-1 

d)~1=L57 
-1 

~2=3.14 
-1 sec sec sec sec 

e) ~1=1~57 
-1 

, ~ 2=4.71 
-1 

f) ~1=1.57 
-1 

~2=6.28 
-1 sec sec sec sec 

i 

Fig. 8. Dye-traced fluid flow with counter-rotating crystal and crucible. 

a-c = p=3, 0=2; d-f = p=2, 0=3. 

a) ~1=1.57 
-1 

, ~ 2=-3.14 
-1 

b) ~1=3.14 
-1 

~2=-3.14 
-1 sec sec sec sec 

c) ~1=6.28 -1 , ~ 2=-1.57 
-1 

d) ~1=3.14 
-1 

'~2=~3.14 
-1 . sec sec sec sec 

", 

e) ~1=6.28 
-1 

, ~ 2=-3 .14 
-1 

f) ~1=6.28 -1 
, ~ 2=-1.57 

-1 sec sec sec sec 

Fig. 9. Dye-traced fluid flow, simulating Czochra1ski crystal growth 

with counter-rotating crystal and crucible. p=3. 0=3. 

a) ~1=3.14 sec -1 
~2=-1. 57 

-1 b) ~1=4.71 
-1 

~2=-1. 57 
-1 sec sec sec 

!' -1 -1 -1 -1 c) ~l =6.28 sec ~2=-1.57 sec d) Q1=1.57 sec Q2=-3.14 sec 

e) Ql=4.71 
-1 

Q2=-3.14 
-1 

f) Q1=9.42 
-1 

Q2=-3.14 
-1 sec sec sec sec: 

g) ~1=3.14 
-1 

~2=-4.71 
-1 h) ~1=6.28 

-1 
Q2=-4.71 

-1 sec sec sec sec 

i) ~1=7.85 
-1 

~2=-4. 71 
-1 sec sec 
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Fig. 10. Comparison between shear layer model and experimental flow 

patterns. 
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Shear Layer Model 
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III. SOLVENT SELECTION FOR CONGRUENT SATURATION OF MAGNETIC GARNETS 

A. Introduction 

Liquid phase epitaxy (L.P.E.) has been used as a·means of depositing 

homoepitaxial1 and heteroepitaxialZ thin film for magnetic bubble domairi 

devices. A large quantity of research has been performed showing 

that bubble domain memory devices fabricated from these materials have 

the capability to operate at high speeds with signific~ntly low dat~ 

access times},4 The magnetic bubble domain device isa powerful 

product for computer architects. Compared with other technologies in 

the storage field such as drums, disks and tapes, bubble technology has 

the advantage of nonvolatility and nondestructive readout. 5 Work is 

now concentrated on the magnetic garnet films. These materials can sup

port bubble dom1:lins with diameters between 1 and 151Jm, with 5 )Jm 

diameter bubbles widely used in working devices. 6 In the L.P.E. 

technique a supersaturated solution of rare earth oxides and ferric oxide 

is prepared in some proper solvents, and brought into contact with 

a non-magnetic substrate such as gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) , where 

solution crystal growth occurs. To ensure that the films gorwn are uniform 

in composition and thickness, the substrate are given ari axial rotation .• 

There are two major solvents presently used for L.P.E.growth 

of the bubble garnets, the lead oxide-base flux and the barium oxide

base flux. Each of them has its own advantages and 'disadvantages with 

regard to volatility, reactivity with the platinum crucible, . solubility 
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of magnetic garnets and s61vent incorporation. 7 At present the. 

PbO-base flux is. still used most widely on the industrial scale 

because of low viscosity and low growth temperature. Several solvent 

systems have been studied for garnet crystal growth~ These are 

(a) PbO~PbF2' (b) PbO-B203-PbF2 , (c) PbO~B203 and (d) BaO-B20
3

-BaF
2

. 

Conventionally~ solvents (a) and (b) are used to grow bulk garnet crysta1. 10- l2 

Both of these solvents present some disad~antages±n that growth of 

iron garnets requres higher temperature (- 1300°C),the weight loss of 

solvent is high, and the density of solvent inclusions is high. 9 For 

the solvent PbO, the addition of 2 weight % B
2

0
3 

suppresses the 

precipitation of the magnetoplumbite phase. The solvent BaO-B
2

0
3

-BaF
2 

7 is quite new and is advantageous in several respects. The advaritages 

of. BaO·B
2

0
3 

base solvents over PbO-base fluxes are reduced solvent 

evaporation, lower corrosion of platinum crucible, less solvent 

incorporation in the garnets during crystal growth and higher solubility 

of garnet oxides. The viscosity of the BaO-B
2

0
3
-base solventS is,· 

however, much higher than that of the PbO-base solvents. 

The composition and temperature range for precipitation of the 

desired phase from .a given solvent is often Severely limited. Often, 

the composition change of the solution during crystal growth is unknown, 

and replenishment of the garnet phase components for solvent re-use 

is not an easy matter. Hence, the solution remaining after solution growth 

is normally discarded. This is economically an impractical procedure. 
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If a solvent could be found which allows congruent saturation of the 

garnet phase, then regeneration of the solvent would be·poss:i,ble, and the 

yield and economy of the LPE process could be improved. 

B. Phase Equilibria 

The solutions required for LPE growth of magnetic garnet films 

are complicated multicomponent systemS whichcontain·rare earth oxides, 

iron and non-magnetic oxides of tri-valent ions, and solvent components. 

Table I summarizes the current literature on LPE growth of garnet 

films from PbO-based. and BaO-based solvents. The composition's of the 

garnet compounds are presented along with the solvent compositions, initial 

molar ratios of garnet oxides to solvent oxides , and,growth temperatures. 

Because the rare earths occupy the dodecahedral sites in the 

garnet lattice,while tri-valent iron and smaller ions occupy the tetra:'" 

hedral and dodecahedral sites, it is convenient to represent the 

multicomponent solution in a pseudo-ternary phase diagram with the 

relatively insoluble solvent oxides taken as the first component, the 

oxides of the dodecahedral ions taken as the second, and oxides of the 

tetrahedral and octahedral ions taken as the third. 

The pseudo-ternary representation of the initial solution 

compositions forLPE growth of magnetic garnets is shown in Fig. 1. 

Figure 2 shows an expanded section of the pseudo-ternary, phase 

field showing the initial solution compositions forLPE growth of the 

garnet phase •. , The PbO:"'PbF 2 solvents allow the highest solubility, 

followed byPbO-PbF2-B
2

0
3

, BaO-BaF2-B203 and PbO-B203 solvents in 
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order of decreasing solubility of the garnet phase. The garnet-solvent 

pseudo--binary tie line separates the ternary phase field into two regions. 

All of the solutions containing PbO-base solvents appear above the tie 

line and require an excess of iron oxide in the melt, for equilibrium , 

with the garnet phase, while the solutions containing BaO-base solvents 

appear below the tie line and require an excess of the rare earth oxides 

for the required phase equilibrium. Mixtures of the BaO-based, and 

PbO-based solvents should allow congruent saturation of the garnet phase. 

The corresponding mixed solvent ranges are indi~ated in the pseudo 

ternary phase field of Fig. 2 by dashed lines. It is evident that mixtures 

of the PbO;...based and BaO-based solvents should allow congruent saturation 

of a given garnet compound. 

The experimental data summarized in Fig. 2 indicates that the garnet 

solubility in PbO can be modified by the addition of B
2
0

3 
and PbFZ to 

the solvent. In order to preserVe the congruency of saturation during 

precipitation of the garnet, it is also essential ihat the projected 

normal to the liquidas surface lie along the line of congruency. This 

condition would require a mixture of the three solvents B, C, and D shown 

in Fig. 2. In this study, simplified binary mixtures of solutiont;; C and D· 

were studied to test congruent saturation of the garnetEuEr2GaO~7Fe4.3012 

at a single growth temperature. 

The experiment data ,summarized in Fig. 2 indicate that the crystal 

growth compositions of solutions C and D lie on opposite sides of 

the line of congruent saturation (shown dotted). This suggests that 
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some mixture of the two fluxes would yield a congruently saturating 

solution. This hypothetical mixture has been determined by assuming 

mixed solvent solutions to be ideaL This extrapolated congru~ntly 

saturating solvent. then contains the following mole percentages = 

5.8% Re203 , 9.6% (Ga20
3 

+ Fe20
3
), and 84.6% solvent. The ratio of 

garnet oxides to flux is therefore 1:5.5. 

In order to crystallize EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2' from a congruently 

saturating solution, the molar composition of the component garnet 

oxides is fixed at 12.5% Eu
2

0
3

, 25% Er20
3

, 8.75% Ga20
3

, and 53.75%. Fe
2
0

3
" 

The composition of the flux was determined from Fig. 2 using the lever 

rule to obtain the ratio of solvent C to solvent D; 1:2.8, where the 

composition for solvent C and solvent D are from Table!, 94% PbO+ 6% B
2
0

3 

and 41% BaO+ 18% BaF2 + 4l%B20
3

, respectively. Since the amounts of 

B203 in solvent C, and BaF2 in solvent D, are not predominant, the 

solvent system is further simplified by omitting these components. 

Therefore, the solvent system proposed for study of congruent saturation 

experiments is the system (PbO)x(Bao·B203)1..;.x and the predicted congruently 

saturating composition is x=0.26. 

The composition of the solution for garnet crystal growth has been 

specified by molar ratios of component oxides, RiO, The ratios 

conventially specified for liquid phase epitaxial growth are 

.J 
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Table. 1- Solvents and Growth Conditions for Garnet CrY,stal Growth 

Garnet 
Solution Composition oxides Crowth 

Camet Solvent (mole %) (lDOle %) (mole %) Temp (·C) Ref. 

1. EUl.lYb1.9Fe501Z PbO 94, BZ03 6 EU203 0.264, Yb203 0.456. 9.71 8110 8 
!' Fe20] 9.0, PbO,84.83, 

B203 5.45, . 

2. EuEr2CaO• 7Fe4; 3012 PbO 89, B203 11 EU203 0.303, Er203 0.587. 8.48 950-870 9 
Fe203 6.5, Ca20] 1.06, 
PbO 81.15" B203 1O.4 

3. Yb2EuO.5T1110.5CaO. SFe4• 5012 PbO 94, B20
3 

,6 yzO~ 0.52, EUZO~ 0.14, 9.71 960 13 
Tal2 3 O.lZ, Fe2 i 8.12, 

GaZ03 0.8, PbO 4.9,. 
B2O]5.4 

4. EUlEr ZCaO. 7Fe4 .]°12 PbO 94, B203 6 EuZ030.58, ErZO) 1.14, 8.20 1050-850 14 
GazOa 0.49, Fe203 6, 
PbO 6.3, BI03,5.49 

5. EU1ErzCaO.7Fe4.3011 Pb094,B20] 6 EU20) 0.Z4, ErZ03 0.48, 9.71 970-890 15 
Ga203 0.5, FeZ03 8.46" 

PbO 84.87, .BZO] 5,4,5 . 

6. Y]GaO.57Fe4.4301Z PbO 50, PbF2 50 Yi03 10.ZO, Ga~) 1.76, 34.50 1265-1051 11 
e203 2Z.9, P 32;5, 

PbF2 32.5 

7. Yle5012 PbO 5].3, B203 7.7., Y203 10.0, Fe20) 20.0, 30.33 1300-950 10 
PbF

2 
39' PbO 37.], B203 5.4, 

PbF2 27.3 

8. EUO.O,CdZ.3ZTbO.5,'·5U12 PbO 43.7, BZO
t 

7.7, EUZO\ O.Z, Gelz015.1" 26.33 1300-950 1: 
, l'bF

2 
48. ThZ03 .3, FeZ03 ,.9, " 

PbO 3Z.1, BZ03 5.7, PbFi3S.7 

9. ErI Tbl Al1•1Fe).,012 PbO 43.6, BiOt 7.8, EU203 6.5, Th203 3.4, Z9.40 1300-950 12 
PbF! 4 • Al203 4.4, Fe203 15.5, 

PbO 30.6, B203 5.5, 
PbFZ 34.1 

10. EUiEr2GaO.7Fe4.301Z BaO 40.9, B203 4l.3, EuZ03 Z.7, ErZ03,5.S, 19.22 1000 7 
BaFZ 17.8 Ga203 loS, FeZD39.4,· 

BaO 33.1, B203 33;4, 
BaF2 14.4 

11. CdO• 'Y1.S5YbO. 75GaO.9F~4.l012 BaO 40~3, Bi03 4.15, GelZ03 1.9, YZ03 4.1, 20.00 114~990 7 
" BaF2 8.Z . YbZ03 Z.-3, Ga20) 2.3, 

Fe203 9.4, BaO 32.3, 
B203 33.Z, BaF2 14.6 
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Fe
2

0
3 

R1 = 
U n 203 

Fe
2
0

3 
R2 Ga203 '. 

PbO 
R3 BaO 

where Ln is a rare earth metal. 

According to the arguments above, the molar ratios predicted for 

congruent saturation of the garnet phase in the solvent are then 

Rl = 1.43 

R2 = 6.14 

R3 = 0.7 

R4 = 0.154 

The required value of R4 is somewhat dependent on the composition of ' 

the garnet films. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Isothermal section of the. simplified ternary phase diagram 

for garnet growth. 

Fig. 2. Solvent-rich corner of the simplified ternary phase diagram 

showing solution compositions for garnet gto~th from 

A) PbO:-PbF 2' B) PbO~PbF 2 -B
2

0
3

, C) PbO-B
2

0
3 

and D) BaO-BaF 2 -B
2

0
3 

solvents. 
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IV. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE PbO-BaO'B203 SOLVENT SYSTEM FOR 
CONGRUENT SATURATION AND LIQUID PHASE EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF 

EuEr2Fe4.3GaO.7012 FILMS 

A. ,Introduction 

Mixed solvents in the PbF2-PbO-BaO-BaF2-B
2
0

3 
system offer 

potential for congruent saturation of rare-earth substituted garnets 

in liquid phase epitaxial growth processes. Congruent saturation of 

the garnet phase has the property that components of the garnet phase 

have the same ratio in the solution-grown film as'in the solution. 

As a consequence, the yield of liquid phase epitaxially grown films 

is potentially great, without the deposition of undesired phases. 

Conditions for garnet phase growth from solution with different 

sblvents are exemplified for rare-earth iron garnets whose phase dia ... 

gram are shown in Fig. 1. With a PbO solvent the solution composition 

range for garnet-liquid phase equilibrium is limited to a narrow' 

range at a given isotherm, as shown in Fig. la." A large excess of 

Fe20
3 

is required, and the rare-earth component is easily depleted 

from the crystallization interface during deposition., A solvent which 

causes displacement of the 'range of garnet-liquid phase equilibrium 

toward the rare-earth corner of the ternary triangle is shown in 

Fig. lb. For this solvent the garnet phase is congruently saturated 

at point a, but solution growth causes a displacement from the line of 

congruency. For the solvent of Fig. Ie, the garnet phase is again 

congruently saturated at point a and congruency is maintained during 

solution growth. 
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In this· study, the binary solvent system PbO-BaO'B
2
0

3
was 

explored with regard to phase equilibria and growth characteristics 

of EuEr2Fe4.3GaO.70l2 films. An evaluation of phase equilibria for 

garnet solubilities in PbO-PF
2

, PbO-PbF2-B
2
0

3
, PbO-B20

3 
and BaO-BaF

2
-B

2
0

3 

solvent systems indicates that EuEr2Fe4.3GaO.7012·should congruently 

saturate ~i sqlvent containing 26 mole% PbO~ 37 mole% BaO and 37 mole% 

B20
3

. Under conditions of congruent saturation, the component mole 

fractions in the solvent are present in the same ratios as in the 

garnet phase. 

Consider a solution for liquid phase epitaxial.srowth containing. 

5.8 mole% rare earth oxides with Eu203 and Er 203 present in the ratio .. 

of 1:2, 9.6 mole% group III element oxides (nonrare-:-earths Fe, Ga, etc.) 

with Fe203 and Ga20
3 

present in the ratio of 6:1, and 84.6 mole% 

solvent consisting of 26 mole% PbO and 74 mole% BaO·B20
3

. The corresponding 

molar ratios are then given by: 

= 1.43 

Fe
2

0
3 6.14 = Ga

2
0

3 

PbO 0.7 = BaO 

., 
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These ratios for the PbO-BaO'B
2
0

3 
mixed solvent are considerably 

1 different from those given by Blank for the 98 mole% PbO + 2 mole% 

B203 
solvent for which 

Rl .= 14, 

R2 = 16, 

R3 
PbO 

l5~6 = = 
B

2
0

3 

R4 8.45 

because non-stoichiometric ratios of the garnet phase components are 

required in the PbO-base solvent. 

To test for congruency of saturation of the garnet phase, 

solvents containing 18, 26 and 34 mole% PbO in BaO'B
2

0
3 

were chosen 

for study. These solvent compositions are shown in Fig. 2 and 

compared with other solvents from which yttrium-iron garnet (YIG) 

is known to crystallize. It can be seen that the three solvent 

compositions lie within the phase field for crystallization of YIG. 

In order to test for congruency of garnet saturatiOn in solutions 

co~taining different mole fractions of garnet oxide, solvents 

with different composition parameters R4 were chosed. In addition 

to the value R4 = 0.154 (garnet oxides/solvent = 1/5.5), predicted 

from simp,1e solubility theory the values R4 = 0;10 (garnet oxides/solvent = 

1/9) and R4 = 0.20 (garnet oxides/solvent = 1/4) were chosen. These 

nine solution compositions are sunnnarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Solution Compositions for Garnet Film Growth 

Flux Composition (mole%) 

Sample 1/ 
garnet oxides (molar ratio) .. PbO BaO o B

2
0

3 solvent 

1 1 50S 26 74 

2 1 50S 18 82 

3 1 5.5 34 66. 

4 1 9 26 74 

5 1 9 18 82 . 

6 1 9 34 66 

7 1 4 26 74 

8 1 4 18 82 

9 1 4 34 66 

" i 
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B. Experimental Apparatus and .Method 

All the melts were prepared from high purity garnet component 

oxides and. reagent purity solvent oxides. In each experiment 99.99% 

** ** pure PbD, 99% BaD, reagent grade B2D3 , 99.99% Eu20
3 

' 99.9% Er
2

0
3 

99.999% Ga203,tt and 99% Fe203** were used. The corilpositionof the 

garnet oxides in each solution were prepared according to the 

stoichiometrical ratio in the garnet phase: Eti20
3 

12.5% mole, 

. Er203 25% Ga2D3 8.75% and Fe20
3 

53.75%. The component oxide mole 

fractions and weights in all solutions employed for the growth of 

The substrates were cut from a boule of Czochralski-grown, 

(111) - oriented gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG). Thin platelets 

of substrate materials were cut from the boule using a 0.015 in. 

diamond saw. 

The use ·of GGG as a substrate for growth of EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2 

film has some advantages. The lattice constant matching of the film 

specifically toGGG is very. close, as the lattice constants fot GGG 

and EuEr2Gab.7Fe4.30l2 are l2.382A and l2.38sA, respectively. Thus, 

there will be essentially no intefacial or misfit dislocations formed 

so long as the lattice mismatch between film and substrate. The 

resistance of GGG to dissolution is somewhat superior to other garnets. 

** AHa Chemical Corp.,N.Y. 
tt Apache 
H 

Baker 



Table 2. Melt Compositions for Garnet Growth of EuEr2Ga.7Fe4.3012 

Molar ratio of garnet Solvent Composition Initial Melt Composition in moles (grams) 
oxides to solvent (mole%) 

153.3 69.6 223.2 356 382.6 188 160 (M-W) 

BaO . B
2
0

3 PbO BaO BZ0
3 

PbO EUZ03 Er 203 
Ga

Z
0

3 
Fe

2
0

3 

1 1 : 5.5 37 37 26 0.02609 0.02586 0.01882 0.565 1.230 0.Z12 1.107 
(4g) (1. 8g) (4.2g) 

Z 1 : 5.5 41 41 18 0.03118 0.03118 0.01366 0.607 1.322 0.Z28 1.189 
(4.78g) (2.l7g) (3.05g) 

3 1 : 5 ~5 33 33 34 0.OZ211 0.02212 0.02276 0.5341.163 0.200 1.047 
(3.39g) (1. 54g) (5.08g) 

0.02609 0.02586 0.01882 
4 .1 : 9 37 37 26 (4g) (1. 8g) (4.2g) 0.346 0.752 0.129 0.677 

0.03118 0.03118 0.01366 
5 1 : 9 41 41 18 (4.78g) (2.17g) (3.05g) 0.371 0.808 0.139 0.727 

0.02211 0.02212 0.02276 
6 1 : 9 33 33 34 (3 •. 39g) (1.54g) _ (5.b8g) 0.327 0.711 0.122 0.640 

'-

7 -1 : 4 37 37 26 (4g) (1.8g) (4.2g) 0.777 1.692 0.291 1.522 

8 .1 : 4 41 41 18 (4.78g) (2.17g) (3.05g) 0.835 1.817 0.313 1.635 
---

9 1 : 4 33 33 - 34 0.39g) (1. 54g) (5.08g) 0.735 1.600 0.275 1.439 
- - -- - ----- -------- - ----

~. -

_._ .. ------ . -- --.- ---_. --+---. - - ---- -~- -- - ~--.---.-... --- ---

I 
\JI 
N 
I 
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Also, high quality GGG is available from commericial suppliers. 

The size of GGG substrates for L.P.E .. growth were 4x4xl (mm). 

These were mounted in Koldmount for polishing. The polishing procedure 

consisted of 4 fine gririding steps on 1/0, 2/0, 3/0,4/0, emery grade 

papers, followed by lapping with 6ll and III diamond paste, and finally· 

a Linde A (0.3ll A1203)-water slurry lap in a syntronvibrator. Since 

substrate defects are readily replicated by the epitaxial films, and 

the replicated defects generally have adverse effects· on bubble properties, 

Carefully polished substrates are essential to successful epitaxial 

growth. 

The apparatus employed for the growth of the epitaxial garnet. 

films is shown in Fig. 3. A platinum crucible containing a mixture 

of flux and nutrient materials were placed in the center of the furnace. 

The temperature of the flux melt was determined with a Pt~Pt 10% Rh 

thermocouple placed within the crucible just above the molten solution. 

This thermocouple was also used as a sensor for control o:fthe furnace 

temperature. A LPAC-l SCR power controller was used in either an 

automatic control mode or a manual control mode. Remote automatic 

control was also available for progranuned cooling. The gadoliniutn 

gallium garnet substrate was positioned horizonally by a platinum 

holder attached to a ceramic tube supported by a motor drive assembly. 

This assembly enabled the substrate to be moved vertically or held 

in a fixed position while the Al
2
0

3
tube holder and· substrate were 
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rotated. For rotation the ceramic tube holder was connected to a 

drive motor and variable speed control. 

In each experiment the rotating substrate was placed in the 

furnace at a position just above the solution. After this position 

was maintained for several minutes in order to attain thermal equili-

brium, the substrate was inserted into the melt by rotating two 

support knobs into grooves on the rod holder. 

Solubility curves for EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30lZ in different fluxes 

were determined by suspending a non-rotating, polished (111) GGG 

substrates in solutions with different amount of garnet oxides for 

a period of 10 minutes. The substrates were slowly withdrawn and·. 

examined visually for a deposited film. If no film was deposited, 

the .. temperature was reduced until a film was observed • The liquidus 

temperature was taken as the highest temperature at which an epitaxial 

layer appeared on the substrate. Using this liquidus data, epitaxial 

garnet films were groWn at approximately equal supercoolings for 

each of the nine sQlution compositions. 

Films of the magnetically uniaxial rare earth garnet EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2 

were grown heteroepitaxially on {Ill} GGG substrates by the following 

procedure. Prior to the dipping of the substrate into the melt the 

solution was heated to about l200°C, and held at this temperature for 

approximately 3hrs in order to completely dissolve the garnet component 

oxides and to equilibrate the melt. The temperature of the melt was 

then lowered to the dipping temperature. A substrate was 

then gradually lowered into the furnace until it reached a position 

.j , 
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just above the melt and allowed to reach a state of thermal equilibrium. 

Then the rotating substrate was inserted into the molten solution. 

A substrate rotation rate of 60 rpm was used in most experiments. 

The solutions were cooled uniformly at rates of 2 ",,6°C/min during 

film growth experiments. At the completion of the growth cycle the 

sample was slowly withdrawn from the solution. 

Usually a thin layer of flux covered the surface of the ~amples. 

When desired, this layer could be dissolved in a warm, dilute solution 

of RN0
3

• The cleaned, deposited film were examined by optical microscopy 

to determine film uniformity, color and secondary phase formation. 

The flux coating was allowed to remain on samples examined for 

the composition of each layer by electron microprobe analysis. A 

Materials Analysis Company Model 400 electron microprobe analyzer was 

used to determine the distribution of each component in different layers. 

The electron accelerating potential was set at 20 keV in order to excite 

the L emission fromPb. The effective emergenceaIlgle was fixed the 
a 

optimum angle of 40.29° in this instrument. A monoenergetic beam of 

electrons was focused onto a l-211 diameter spot on the specimen, where 

the resulting excitation of the electrons of atoms in the material 

produces characteristic x-radiation which is monitored by detectors, 

with x-ray illtensitieson registered on counters, whose output is 

periodically printed on tape for data correction and evaluation. 

Detection conditions for each element· analyzed are summarized in 

Table 3.· 
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Table 3. Element Detection Conditions for Electron Microprobe Analysis. 

Element Characteristic Wavelength An,alyZing Detector x-ray line. crystal 

* FPDt Ba L 2.775 PET a 

Eu . L 2.121 LiF SPDtt 
a 

Er L a ·1.784 LiF . FPD 

Ga K a 1.341 LiF SPD 

Fe K a 1.937 LiF FPD 

Pb La 1.175 LiF FPD 

* Pentaerythritol, 002 diffracting planes. 

t Flow proportional Detector (93% Argon 7% Methane, 0.00025 in. mylar 
window). 

ttSealed proportional Detector (Xe gas,Be window). 

. ! 
! 
i , 
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c. Results 

The approximate liquidus temperatures for EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.30l2 in 

various solvent systems is shown in Fig. 4. These data are compared 

, h l' 'd d t f h 1 b H' k 2 ·d V ,4 W1t 1qU1 us . a a or ot er so vents y 1S es an·· arner1n. 

From these results it is obvious that the addition of BaO·B
2
0

3 
to 

PbOcan increase the solubility of EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.3012 in PbO. Weight 

loss by vaporization of the solvent compositions studied were found 

to be less than 4% at 1200°C during a half hour period. Because the 

volatility of BaO is much less than that of PbO, the BaO addition 

should lower the activity of PbO in the mixture •. 

Typical growth conditions are summarized in Table 4. Deposited 

film were examined by optical microscopy to characterize their color, 

surface smoothness and phase. These characteristics are summarized 

in Table 5. Results of molar ratios determined by the electron micro-

probe analysis of film and interfacial solvent compositions are shown 

in Tables 6 and 7. Several of the films, samples 4, 5, and 6, were 

of very high quality but unfortunately were too thin « 511) to yield 

reliable composition data by microprobe analysis. The procedure for 

calculating film composition from microprobe x-ray 'intensity data is 

given in Appendix A. 

The distribution coefficients for the component oxides were 

deduced from the microprobe data. The distribution coefficients for each 

component was deduced and shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7 as a function of 

solvent composition. All of the distribution coefficients a. are nearly 

unity except for a.
Ba 

and a.pb ' These values are much closer to unity 



Table 4. Experimental Conditions for Garnet Film Growth 

Sample Garnet oxides PbO Cooling rate Growth temperature Rotation 
Solvent BaO.B 0 -PbO (molar ratio) COC/min) Range coe) (r.p~m.) 2 3 

1 1 .5.5 26 2.0 963 - 800 0 

2 1 5.5 18 1.0 925 ~ 880 0 

3 1 5.5 34 1.5 1030 ."- 988 0 

4· 1 9 26 1.0 930 - 890 0 

5 1 9 18 4.0 890 '" 850 0 
I 

6 ~, 1 9 34 3.3 970- 750 60 IJ1 
00 
I 

7 1 4 26 4.0 1030 - 850 60 

8 1 : 4 18 3.6 1010 - 850 60 

9 1 : 4 34 3.2 1030 - 800 60 

;; 
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Table 5. Microscopic Observations of Deposited Films. 

Sample Color Smoothness Phase 

1 yellow green smooth Garnet 

2 yellow green rough Garnet with black precipitates 

3 dark yellow green rough Garnet with black precipitates 

4 golden green excellent, smooth. Garnet 

I 
VI 

5 golden green very smooth Garnet 1.0 
I 

6 golden green excellent, smooth Garnet 

7 yellow green rough Garnet· 

8 black yellow film rough· .Garnet with black precipitates 

9 dark yellow green rough Garnet with black precipitates black 
spots 



Sample 

1 

2 

3 

7 

8 

9 
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Table 6. Molar ratio of elements in garnet films. 

Elements 

Eu Er Fe Ga Ba Pb Phase Deposited 

1.226 1. 745 0.768 4.232 0.007 0.002 Garnet 

1.400 1.580 0.520 4.480 0.009 0.010 Garnet 

1.l30 1.830 0.750 4.250 0.010 0.030 Garnet 

1.309 1.681 0.764 4 •. 236 0;005 0.006 Garnet 

1.260 1. 717 1.187 3.813 0.009 0.011 Garnet coated 
with Ferrite 

1.171 1.811 0.731 4.261 0.004 0.014 Garnet 

... 

, 
1 
I 

.1 
i , , 



Table 7. The Distribution Coefficients. 

Sample Mole fraction Mole fraction of 
Eu Er Ga 

of garnet oxides PbO in solvent 
... , 

1 26% 1.24 0.88 1.10 

2 15.4% ·18% 1.41 
~ 

0.80 0.74 

3 34% 1.15 0.93 1.07 

7 26% 1.31 0.85 1.09 

8 20% 18% 1.27 0.87 1. 70 

9 34% 1.18 . 0.91 1.04 

Fe 

0.98 

1.04 

0.99 

0.99 

0.89 

0.99 

.. _---------- -'--'~ ---_ ... _--

Ba 

0.42 

0.71 

0.51 

0.78 

0.65 

0.47 

Pb 

1.82 

1.67 

1.48 

1.00 

1.81 

1.52 

I 
0\ 
I-' 
I 
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l' 2 
than are values reported for the PbO-base and BaO-base solvents. The 

optimum solvent composition in the PbO-BaO·B20
3 

system which yields 

near unity distribution coefficients for Eu, Er,Fe and Ga is approximately 

42 mole% PbO. The distribution coefficient for theencorporation of 

Ba generally was less than unity, decreased with increasing PbO mole' 

whereas the distribution coefficient for PbO was larger than unity. 

D~ Discussion and Conclusions 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the film growth data. The 

garnet films grown from solutions containing 10mole%garnet oxides 

were found to be less affected by the solvent composition. The highest 

quality garnet films were formed in the three solvent compositions 

containing 10 mole% garnet. 

For the solutions containing 15.4 and 20 mole% garnet, only the 

solvent containing 26 mole% PbO in BaO·B
2
0

3 
produced garnet films without 

second phase formation at a later stage of film growth, and without 

solvent inclusion. 

The solvent consisting of 18 mole% PbO in BaO·B203 was found to· . 

cause higher solvent encorporation in the garnet films when the mole 

fraction of dissolved garnet was large. The 34tnole% PbO-66 mole% 

BaO.B
2

0
3 

solvent prevented excess iron from becoming encorporatedin 

the garnet films. 

These results can be interpreted with the pseudo-ternary phase 

diagram shown in Fig. lb. For the solvent containing 26 mole% PbO, 

the garnet formation region contains the stoichiometrical line only 
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at large fractions of dissolved garnet. The composition ranges for 

garnet-liquid phase equilibria for the solvents containing 18 and 

34 mole% do not allow congruent saturation of the garnet phase except 

at low fractions of dissolved garnet. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Ternary phase diagram for garnet solution growth: a) non-

congruent saturation, b) isothermal congruent saturation, and 

c) congruent saturation during growth. 

Fig. 2. Region on garnet solution growth in PbO-BaO-B
2

0
3 

solvents. 

Fig. 3. Equipment for liquid phase epitaxial growth·of garnet films. 

Fig. 4. Liquidus temperatures for garnet crystal growth for different 

and iron oxide-rare earth oxide ratios, Rl • 

Fig. 5. Distribution coefficients of Er and Eu as a function of solvent 

composition in the PbO-BaO·B203-EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.3012 system. 

Fig. 6. Distribution coefficients of as a function of solvent composition 

in thePbO-BaO·B203-EuEr2GaO.7Fe4.3012 system~ 

Fig. 7. Distribution coefficients Ba and Pb as a function of solvent 

.. , 
I 
I 
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v. GENERAL CONCLUSION 

During crystal growth, crystal rotation is an important process 

for increasing convection, aiding mass transfer and improving the 

uniformity of components in melt and solution-grown crystals. Crystal 

rotating for mixing is especially valuable in the Czochralski growth 

process and in liquid phase epitaxial growth for .congruent saturation 

of the garnet EuEr2Fe4.3GaO.70l2. Liquid phase epitaxial growth has 

been studied for solvents in the system PbO-BaO·B
2
03. The highest 

quality garnet films were grown in a solvent containing 26 mole% PbO 

in which the garnet oxide mole fraction was 10%. From the result 

obtained it is concluded that the range of garnet liquid phase equilibria 

varies slightly with the mole fraction of garnet dissolved in solution. 

The optimal solvent should be 42 mole% PbO-58 mole% BaO·B203 in which 

10% garnet oxides are dissolved, giving distribution coefficients near 

unity for all components of the garnet phase. 
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APPENDIX 

Calculation of Molar Ratios in Garnet Films from Microprobe Data 

1. Wt. Percentages: 

The weight % of each element in a sample was calculated from x-ray 

counts generated during a ten second period from the. sample and from 

a standard sample. These data must be corrected for the background 

x-ray intensity. For Er in sample 7 the background intensity was 

125 counts/IO sec, and the x-ray intensity correction for background 

was 3388, while the standard sample containing 2~9weight % Eu produced 

680 counts after background correction. The weight % of Eu was them 

calculated from the ratio, 

Wt% of Eu in sample 7 Counts cifEuin sample 7 
--~~~~~~~~-~~--~- = ----~~~~~~~~~~-~~~
Wt% of Eu in standard sample Counts of Euinstandard sample 

This calculation gives the value, 

( % f i 1 7) = 2 9 (3388) = Wt 0 0 Eu n samp e • x 680 14.4 • 

2. Mole Ratio 

When the weight % of each element had been calculated, the mole 

ratio was next calculated. In sample 7, the weight percentages were 

14.4 Eu, 33.1 Er, 30.9 Fe, 2.07 Ga, 1.00 Baand 4.30 Pb. 

II 
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After dividing these values by their own atomic wt. one obtains the mole 

percentages, 0.095 Eu, 0.20 Er, 0.55 Fe, 0.03 Ga 7.28xlO-3 Ba and 

0.21 Pb. These elements are thus present in the ratio, 

Eu Er Fe Ga Ba Pb 

0.841 1.770 4.869 0.266 0.0650.186 . 

The recorded x-ray intensities for different samples is summarized 

in Table A~l. In Table A-2 the standard counts and composition of the 

standard sample are given. The computed weight percentages of elements· 

in the garnet film are given in Table A-3. Calibration curves for 

the six elements were then constructed for the solutions used for 

film growth, after correction for background.· These shown in Figs. A-I 

through A-6 were used to check the data for internal consistency. The 

systematic error for Eu and Ga were relatively high. Data for Eu, Ba 

and Ba showed a high degree of internal consistency. 

II 
I, 

.. 
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Table A-1. X-ray Counts for each Element •. 

Counts/10 sec. 

Sample Eu Er Ga Fe Ba Pb 

1 3450 5760 1712 11512 133 30 

2 3736 4936 1114 11244 164 12 

3 3295 6153 1757 12090 203 42 

7 3438 5190 1534 9949 84 7 

8 1720 5070 2926 8680 133 11 

9 3435 6257 1752 11998 84 39 

These data have been corrected for backgrounds which are Eu(125) Er(120) 
Ga(1016) Fe(ll0) Ba(l028), Pb(230) 

* The values for Boron are not shown here, since this element is 
difficult to detect by electron microbe analysis. 

t The films of samples 4.5, 6 were too thin to examine by electron 
microprobe analysis. 
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* Table A-2. The standard counts and composition of the standard sample. 

Element 

Total counts 

wt% as oxide 

* 

Eu 

1000 

7.50 

Er 

1000 

7.02 

Ga 

1000 

4.53 

Solution crystallized around sample 6. 

Fe 

1000 

3.10 

Ba 

1000 

1.00 

Pb 

1000 

21.68 
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Table A-3. The wt% of each element in garnet film. 

Sample 
Eu Er Fe Gci Ba Pb 

1 25.88 40.44 7.75 33.96 0.13 0.67 

2 28.02 34.61 5.04 34.86 0.16 0.26 

3 24.71 43.2 7.95 34.72 0.20 0.91 

7 25.79 36.43 6.94 30.84 0.08 0.15 

8 20.40 30.50 10.39 26.91 0.13 0.24 

9 25.76 43.92 7.93 37.17 0.08 0.41 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. A-I. Calibration curve of Eu. .. 
Fig. A-2. Calibration curve of Er. 

Fig. A-3. Calibration curve of Ga. 

Fig. A-4. Calibration curve of Fe. 

Fig. A-5. Calibration curve of Ba. 

Fig. A-6. Calibration curve of Pb. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

d 
3 fluid density (gm/cm ) 

F dimensionless radial flow velocity 

G dimensionless tangential flow velocity 

H dimensionless axial flow velocity 

2 
p pressure (dynes/em ) 

P dimensionless dynamic pressure 

L Height of liquid contained in the c~ucible (em) 

N
R

, Rossby number 

NT Taylor number 

Rl radius of crystal (em); component ratio 

R2 radius of crucible (em) 

S Schmidt number, V/D 
c 

v mass average velocity 

z normal distance from the crucible bottom plane 

a distribution coefficient 

r(4/3) the gamma function of 4/3, 0.89298 

e angular velocity co-ordinate 

v kinematic viscosity (cm
2
/sec) 

p 

a reduced fluid height (L/R
l

) 

, 2 
T viscous stress (dynes/em) 

Q. angular velocity of surface i (radians/s) 
1 
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NOMENCLATURE (Cont.) 

Pearson = 

L2Q r2 
= :} R 0 solutions for - --

V Q
1 

= 

.' 

t2 = -1, -.9, -.5, -.25, -.1, -.04} 
Q

1 
= 1 

R1 
Q ~ 0 --

Us L 
1 

= 
R2 

Q2 ~ 0 .. 

2 
Q1R1 R 1 1 

Reynold's No. 
1 

= wI = n = or 
V R' 2 3 2 

n2R2 
2 

w2 
= 

V L 1 1 
n L2 = - or 

R· 2 3 
i 2 

wiL 
=--

V 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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